In a recent paper Gabrielli et. al. 1] point out, amongst other things, that the Onsager reciprocity relations may hold, even though the dynamics is not invariant under time reversal. This is an important observation since the standard derivation of the Onsager relations requires time reversal symmetry 2] and their validity in more general contexts could be very useful, cf. 3]. To demonstrate their claim Gabrielli et. al. construct a model of a twocomponent lattice gas (in one dimension) which violates detailed balance, but for which the di usion matrix is still computable. The corresponding Onsager matrix is then explicitely found to be symmetric.
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It is the purpose of this note to point out that the model considered, while of considerable interest, is of a very special type 1]. It is an example of a class of binary (or general multi-component) systems having a particular \mirror-type" symmetry between the two components. For these systems Onsager reciprocity is valid essentially independent of the microscopic dynamics. While this is interesting by itself it casts doubt about the extension of the results of 1] to more general systems.
To describe the above class of mixtures we can start with a one-component system of particles (without momentum conservation) whose macroscopic density pro le is governed by the nonlinear drift-di usion equation 3] Examples are stochastic lattice gases with/without external driving, like the asymmetric zero-range process of 1], and classical particles subject to a constant external electric eld and inelastic, impurity or phonon, scattering.
We now color the particles, say blue (i = 1) and red (i = 2), independently with probability p i . This internal degree of freedom is simply carried along by the dynamics. We now want to write Eq. (2) 
